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2020 at 21:22 Feb. 19. 2020 Ð³ 1. "The Sopranos clan" (The Sopranos) - 2003. 2. "Collateral - 2004. 3. "The Bourne Ultimatum - 2007. 4. "Casino Royale

- 2006. 5. "The Snatch (Snatch) - 2000. 6. "Lock, Stock & Two Smoking Barrels (1998). 7. "The Bourne Ultimatum - 2007. 8. "The Bourne Ultimatum
(The Bourne Ultimatum) - 2007. 9. "The Bourne Supremacy - 2004. 10. "Quantum of Mercy. In this game you need to guess which one of the participants

is the agent, and which one is the agent of the enemy. On the playing field, you will need to place chips, which are the figures of spies. When a player
places a chip of one of them, on the field appears a certain number of chips of the enemy. If you place an "agent" token, the number of spies on the field

will be the same as the number of opponent's tokens. The player who manages to get rid of all the opponent's chips wins. 2. "Puzzle." This game requires a
puzzle game. Six identical chips are placed. Play 2-3 people. The task is to collect the picture faster than the opponent. Who has the fastest, he wins. 3.
"What has changed?" For this game we need several identical objects. It is necessary to put them in such a way that at least something is the same. For
example, you can put five spoons, four mugs, three cups, etc. Then it is necessary to switch places. The winner is the one who is first to guess all the

changes in the arrangement of objects. The game "I know five...". An adult calls out five any words, and the participant should explain what he or she
means. For example, the game "I know five..." - I know five girls' names. - I know five names of cities. - I know five colors. - I know five fruits. - I know
five trees. - I know five animals, etc. 4. the game "Pick a rhyme". (On the board are pictures with rhyming words that the children must find and explain

why they think so.) For example: Cow-cow Horned-horned Goose-goose Duckling duckling Ant crawls Beetle-beetle The sand is running The cat-cat A dog
walks A cat walks Hare walks The sheep jumps A goat jumps A cow jumps A cat jumps Dog jumps Cat jumps A sheep is jumping Goat jumps A dog is

jumping The dog is jumping The cat jumps The dog jumps The dog jumps
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